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SERVICES



We at Cryptora Tech are a premier blockchain

company with a team of trustworthy

programmers, qualified blockchain strategists,

professional consultants, and experienced

creative specialists. We provide excellent

service by combining a pleasing and user-

friendly design with top-notch programming.

We offer specific corporate and blockchain

solutions for startups and organizations that

streamline workflows while ensuring maximum

security.

About
Us



By using exclusive in-house
ideas that have been tried and
refined over time, we assist
blockchain brands in achieving
their goals and aid in business
expansion through innovative &
creative approaches.

HOW CAN 
WE HELP?

"EMBED WEB3 WALLET – SELL
YOUR CRYPTO TOKENS ON 

YOUR PORTAL – NO  BROKERS
NEEDED"



DEFI
CROWDSALE
PLATFORM 
Crowdsales can be used to raise capital for anything

associated with cryptocurrencies or blockchain, primarily

project development or the establishment of a new

corporation. You can now actualize your crypto coin sales

promotions without banking on or hiring any middlemen and

empower your clients to purchase them using any source of

funds, all while simply raising additional funds for your next

crypto project, thanks to our Crowdsdale Contract! In short,

A crowdsale is a leveraged buyout of a cryptocurrency or

other virtual currency, such as a NFT to the general public.

 EMBED WEB3 WALLET – SELL YOUR
CRYPTO TOKENS ON 

YOUR PORTAL – NO  BROKERS NEEDED



MULTICHAIN
CRYPTO
WALLET

 "INTEGRATE ANY BLOCKCHAIN
– NON-CUSTODIAL &

DECENTRALIZED –
COMPLETELY WHITE LABEL

SOLUTION"

Design a multi-chain Crypto Wallet

which can be accessed easily through a

browser, mobile app, or web app. It is

connected to multiple blockchains and

provides a wallet address for each of

them, allowing users to send and

receive transactions on these

blockchains from different blockchains

on the same application. A multi-chain

crypto wallet may receive, send, and

store various coins on several

blockchains in the same wallet with just

a single private key.



CRYPTORA TOKEN MIGRATION

TOKEN
MIGRATION
PLATFORM
Our token migration smart contract is what you need if

you want to add some extra features to your token or

address a few glitches. Using our white-label token

migration platform, you may design a web page where

users can quickly integrate their web3 wallets and

exchange their old tokens for new tokens.



DECENTRALIZED
EXCHANGE
Trading platforms are still the most
profitable crypto operations. A DEX
or decentralized crypto exchange
can help facilitate large-scale
crypto asset trading among
multiple users. You can make a
comprehensive revenue structure
and run a global trading platform
in a short timeframe. DEX helps
accomplish this through its
automated algorithms.

ONE OF THE BEST DEFI TRADING
PLATFORMS – CONSTANT REVENUE

FROM TRADING COSTS – SEAMLESS UI



STAKING
PLATFORM

Our staking platform is a ready-to-use smart
contract with a customizable user interface that
allows your users to deposit bitcoin and earn passive
revenue quickly. As a strategy adopted by many
recognized digital currencies to validate transactions
as the digital currency market continues to be in the
spotlight, Staking allows investors to profit from their
assets without selling them.

 "CUSTOMIZED INTERFACE – YIELD
FARMING SMART CONTRACT – OPTIONAL
ENTERPRISE APPLICATION INTEGRATION"



NFT
MARKETPLACE

Trading platforms are still the most profitable crypto

operations. A DEX or decentralized crypto exchange

can help facilitate large-scale crypto asset trading

among multiple users. You can make a comprehensive

revenue structure and run a global trading platform in

a short timeframe. DEX helps accomplish this through

its automated algorithms.


